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Abstract
Dynamic binary translation systems enable a wide range of applications such as program instrumentation, optimization, and security. DBTs use a software code cache to store previously translated instructions. The code layout in the code cache greatly differs from the code layout of the original program. This paper provides an exhaustive analysis of the performance of the instruction/trace cache and other structures of the microarchitecture while executing DBTs that focus on program instrumentation, such as DynamoRIO and Pin.

We performed our evaluation along two axes. First, we directly accessed the hardware performance counters to determine actual cache miss counts. Second, we used simulation to analyze the spatial locality of the translated application. Our results show that when executing an application under the control of Pin or DynamoRIO, the icache miss counts actually increase over 2X. Surprisingly, the L2 cache and the L1 data cache show a much lower performance degradation or even break even with the native application. We also found that overall performance degradations are due to the instructions added by the DBT itself, and that these extra instructions outweigh any possible spatial locality benefits exhibited in the code cache. Our observations hold regardless of the trace length, code cache size, or the presence of a hardware trace cache. These results provide a better understanding of the efficiency of current instrumentation tools and their effects on instruction/trace cache performance and other structures of the microarchitecture.

1. Introduction
Dynamic binary translation offers a new perspective for program analysis and modification. During the last few years, researchers have developed several dynamic binary translation systems, or DBTs, as extensible execution environments. Examples of these DBTs are Dynamo [2] and DynamoRIO [5, 6], Valgrind [19], Strata [25] and Pin [16]. The most common applications are program instrumentation [16], dynamic optimization [2] and secure execution [13]. There are two main methods for implementing binary instrumentation: probe-based and JIT-based approaches. In probe-based systems, the tool adds trampolines in the original binary to jump to the payload code. In JIT-based systems, the DBT uses a JIT compiler to dynamically modify and cache a copy of the program. The modified copy of the program is divided into fragments and stored in a code cache. In this paper, we focus on JIT-based systems whose main focus is program instrumentation. We use the term dynamic translation systems, or DBTs, to refer to tools such as Pin, DynamoRIO, Valgrind, or Strata. We use the term translated program to refer to programs running under the control of a DBT with no added instrumentation. Finally, we focus on DBTs that provide an API for performing program instrumentation: Pin and DynamoRIO.

Every DBT adds overhead to the execution of the translated program. This fact is particularly problematic for DBTs that focus on improving performance via program optimization, such as Dynamo [2]. For other translation systems that focus on program instrumentation, such as Pin and DynamoRIO, performance still remains an important issue in that it may restrict the applicability of the system. Therefore, several optimizations have been developed to help improve the performance of DBT systems, such as introducing a software-based code cache to store previously translated code [10]. However, little attention has been paid to the impact of the code cache on the underlying hardware-based instruction cache of the processor. As the DBT changes the program layout, one should expect to see significantly different cache behavior. Furthermore, other researchers have presented benchmarks in which the translated binary performs as well or better than the original binary [2, 8]. The explanation provided for this phenomenon is the icache effects – the performance improvement of the processor’s instruction cache due to better program locality. We can find examples in the literature [3, 18, 24] that support this hypothesis. Bala et al. [2] specifically mention that one “performance opportunity is instruction cache utilization, since a dynamically contiguous sequence of frequently executing instructions may often be statically non-contiguous in the application binary.” However, we have not been able to find instruction/trace cache benefits while using DBTs whose main purpose is program instrumentation (except for one benchmark, hmer, executing under the control of DynamoRIO).

We are not aware of any work that has provided an in-depth analysis of hardware cache behavior of applications running under the control of DBTs. Thus, in this paper, we provide a thorough evaluation of the cache performance of dynamically translated programs. The goals of our work are as follows:

- To measure the effect of dynamic binary translation on the system cache (instruction/trace cache and L2 unified cache) using hardware performance counters.
- To investigate locality changes within the code cache.
To analyze how changes in the trace size, the code cache size, and the use of instrumentation influence the performance of dynamic translated programs.

To correlate these measurements to the near-native performance of certain benchmarks running under Pin and DynamoRIO.

Our measurements, using the SPECint2006 benchmarks, show that trace cache miss counts increase by 248% over native with Pin, and 170% over native for DynamoRIO. This increase in instruction/trace cache miss counts is exhibited even in benchmarks that perform similar to native overall. These miss counts increase further when the DBT has a limited space for the code cache (a limitation that often appears in embedded systems) and it is not able to fit the entire working set of the benchmark in the code cache. I-TLB performance is also affected by dynamic translation systems – the number of I-TLB misses is increased for every benchmark. The effect of dynamic binary translation is lower in the L2 cache, with an increase in the number of misses by 12% for Pin and 24% for DynamoRIO. The L1 data cache, on the other hand, performs very similar to a native run, even with the added overhead of the DBT’s data structures.

In order to understand these significant changes in performance, we visualize the locality of translated binaries by dynamically analyzing the location of the instructions executed in the code cache and in the original program. Our experiments involve two microprocessors – an Intel Core 2 Xeon E5310 (which has a traditional instruction cache) and an Intel Xeon Core 2 E5504 (which has a trace cache). Our experiments show that the major factor that affects overall performance is the increased number of executed instructions, and that the instruction (or trace) cache miss rates, L2 cache miss rates, trace size or trace layout do not correlate to the performance of the entire system.

2. Background

Many researchers have developed dynamic binary translation frameworks in recent years. Dynamo [2] is a DBT for PA-RISC whose original focus was program optimization. DynamoRIO [6] is an evolution of Dynamo (for x86) that offers a user-interface for implementing custom modifications. Other alternatives are Pin [16], Valgrind [19] and Strata [25]. In this paper, we use Pin and DynamoRIO to perform the evaluation. Thus we focus on DBTs whose main purpose is program instrumentation.

Pin is an instrumentation system designed and implemented at Intel that provides a cross-platform API. Pin’s latest version runs on three architectures: IA32 (32-bit x86), IA32e (64-bit x86), and Itanium; and three operating systems: Windows, Linux and MacOS (x86 version). Users may use Pin’s API to implement portable plug-in tools for program analysis, which are called Pintools. A Pintool consists of instrumentation routines and analysis routines. Instrumentation routines determine where Pin should call the analysis routines. Analysis routines perform predetermined actions and have complete visibility of the program and the architectural state. This API provides a simple, transparent way to investigate the behavior of programs at run-time.

To translate an executable binary, Pin attaches to the application like a debugger. Once Pin is injected into the application, it uses a just-in-time compiler to translate and instrument the program, while retaining control of it. The unit of compilation in Pin is the trace. A trace is a sequence of instructions that ends in an unconditional control transfer, a predefined number of conditional control transfers, or a predefined number of instructions (e.g. 70). After Pin has selected a new trace, the Pintool adds instrumentation using the API function calls, and Pin compiles the instrumented trace and inserts it in a code cache. Thus, none of the original program instructions are executed as Pin only executes instrumented code in the code cache.

DynamoRIO is another DBT implemented in Windows and Linux for IA32. DynamoRIO’s functionality is similar to Pin’s and it exports an API for developing DynamoRIO clients. A DynamoRIO client consists of hook functions that are called by DynamoRIO when translating the original program (analogous to a Pintool). Through the use of these functions, the user may inspect and modify the program.

Similar to Pin, DynamoRIO must inject itself into the application to gain control and perform the modifications using a JIT compiler. However, the trace formation algorithm differs between DynamoRIO and Pin. DynamoRIO applies the Next-Executed Tail [8] heuristic, while Pin forms traces from fall-through paths. In addition, DynamoRIO only forms traces from frequently-executed (50 executions) basic blocks. Thus, DynamoRIO keeps two separate caches of code in software: a basic block cache and a trace cache, while Pin has a single, unified trace cache.

In this paper, we evaluate the effects on locality of translated programs without instrumentation using Pin to compare the locality of the original program and Pin’s code cache. We also perform a comparison of cache performance of Pin, DynamoRIO, and the original program using hardware performance counters.

3. Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup involves two microprocessors, an Intel Pentium4 (32-bit with a trace cache) and an Intel Xeon Core 2 (64-bit with a traditional icache). For physical hardware measurements, we use the interface provided by PAPI [15] and perfex to read hardware performance counters. The hardware counters report aggregate data, not specific address patterns, therefore we used simulation to evaluate the spatial locality of the instructions. To this end, we implemented a Pintool that gathers data about the relative location of consecutive memory references of an application running under Pin’s control and natively. We felt that this combination of hardware measurements with instrumentation-based data offered a more complete view of the impact of DBTs on cache performance.

3.1 Hardware Performance Counter Measurements

We used the hardware performance counters to gather certain statistics: the number of accesses/misses in the trace...
### Papiex Event | Description
--- | ---
PAPI_L1_ICM | Level 1 instruction cache misses
PAPI_L2_TCM | Level 2 cache misses
PAPI_TLB_IM | I-TLB misses
PAPI_BR_MSP | Cond. branches mispredicted
PAPI_BR_PRC | Cond. branches correctly predicted
PAPI_TOT_INS | Instructions completed
PAPI_RES_STL | Cycles stalled on any resource
PAPI_TOT_CYC | Total cycles
PAPI_L1_ICA | Level 1 instruction cache accesses
PAPI_L2_TCA | Level 2 total cache accesses

### Perfex Event | Description
--- | ---
0x410143 | L1 data reads and writes
0x410145 | L1 data cache lines replacements
0x410047 | Weighted L1 miss cycles outstanding
0x410080 | Fetched from ICache, stream buffers
0x410081 | Fetch miss from ICache, stream buffers
0x410086 | Cycles IFU stalled waiting for memory
0x410089 | Branches mispredicted at execution
tsc | Total cycles of program execution

**Figure 1.** List of events measured using the hardware performance counters. papiex was used on the Pentium4 32-bit processor, and perfex on the Xeon Core 2 64-bit.

We gather original program addresses to obtain information about the spatial locality of Pin’s code cache. However, function calls to the analysis routines are present in the code cache, and may potentially affect the measurements. We have tried to minimize the impact of these routines on the collected data since we know the point at which we are inserting the call to the analysis routine (at the beginning of each basic block) and the approximate size in instructions (2 to 3) of this call.

### 3.2 Simulated Hardware Measurements

We use simulated hardware to investigate the changes in the spatial locality of the application. We classify each executed instruction into one of three different groups. An instruction which is stored in the same cache line as the last executed instruction is classified as *same cache line*. Instructions that are preceded by an instruction on the same page but with a different cache tag are classified as *same page*. Finally, instructions that are preceded by an instruction on another page are counted in the *different page* group. We assign the following parameters to our simulated memory system: a cache line size of 32 bytes and a page size of 4 Kb. These measurements are not intended to be interpreted as a direct translation into the instruction cache and I-TLB hit/miss ratio (although they are correlated). They are collected to instead provide an intuitive indication of the spatial locality exhibited by the application.

Both the Pentium4 and Core2 systems run a Linux kernel 2.6.9 (i686 for 32-bit and x86_64 for 64-bit) with the perfctr patch applied. The 32-bit machine is a Pentium4 Xeon 3.20 GHz Dual Core running CentOS 4.6 with 8 GB of RAM. The Pentium4 includes a 12 K-uop, 8-way associative trace cache. The L1 data cache is a 16 Kb, 8-way associative cache with 64-byte lines. The unified L2 cache is a 2 Mb, 8-way associative cache with 64-byte lines.

The 64-bit machine is a Xeon E5310 QuadCore (Intel Core 2 architecture) with 8GB of RAM running CentOS 4.6. The E5310 includes a traditional instruction cache of 32 Kb, 8-way associative with 64-byte cache lines. The L1 data cache also has 32 Kb, 8-way associativity and 64-byte cache lines. The size of the L2 unified cache is 4 Mb, and it is 16-way associative with 64-byte cache lines.

In order to read the hardware performance counters, we implemented two simple plug-in tools (a Pintool and a DynamoRIO client) that use the PAPI interface. Both plug-in tools initialize the hardware performance counters at the beginning of the program and print their values when the application completes. These lightweight tools do not have a measurable impact on the performance of either Pin or DynamoRIO. The native performance data was obtained using papiex, which is a simple tool that takes a program as the input, executes it and prints out the final hardware performance counter values when the program completes. We did not use perfex for gathering statistics about Pin and DynamoRIO since they interfere at launch time.

For the 64-bit platform (Intel Core 2) we used the perfex tool due to the documented errors in the way papiex measures L1 cache misses on the Core2. Perfex is a lower-level tool that provides a superset of the functionality of papiex. We were able to use perfex to run the native and translated programs under Pin’s control. We present only results based on Pin since DynamoRIO does not operate on a 64-bit operating system. Table 1 shows the specific events measured with both PAPI and perfex.
The instrumentation is done at a basic block granularity. For each block in the code cache we keep a list of the instruction memory address references of the original program and the translated program. The translated program instructions include those added by Pin to correctly execute the translated program under its control.

When the basic block is executed, Pin calls an analysis routine that performs the following operations:

- Classifies the first instruction of the basic block by comparing its address to the address of the last instruction executed (this address is a global variable).
- Adds the number of instructions in each category to the general counters.
- Updates the global variables with the addresses of the last instruction of the basic block.

At program termination, the statistics are stored on disk. Therefore, the Pintool simulates in each run two different streams of memory references based on the original program instructions and the translated program instructions. The main advantage of the simulation is that we need not factor in the impact of other Pin modules, such as the compiler and dispatcher, and can focus exclusively on the spatial locality of the native versus translated application.

For our simulations, we again used SPECint2006, but for the benchmarks with more than one reference input, we ran only the first input since the simulation process is orders of magnitude slower than native. We ran each benchmark three times, each time with a different value of the maximum trace size allowed in Pin’s code cache. These values are 70 (the default in Pin), 40 and 15 instructions. We also compared the differences between 32-bit (Pentium 4) and 64-bit (Intel Core 2) systems.

4. Evaluation

We begin by reporting the measurements obtained using hardware performance counters. These measurements include several structures of the microarchitecture: the instruction/trace cache, I-TLB, L2 cache, and branch predictor. We show the results when Pin and DynamoRIO have no limit in code cache size and add no instrumentation. We also comment on our observations when we vary these two parameters. Next, we perform a comparison of the locality exhibited by translated binaries. We use the Pintool described in Section 3.2 to gain insight on the impact of the DBT on the spatial locality of the application.

4.1 Hardware Performance Counters

As described in Section 3.1, we measured the cache performance of binaries running under Pin and DynamoRIO. First, Figure 2 shows the running time (cycles) for each benchmark on a 32-bit architecture. The benchmarks are ordered from shortest run time running under Pin – mcf – to longest run time – perlbench. As we can see, several benchmarks perform very close to native: mcf, libquantum, hmmer and bzip2. Figure 3 shows similar results for a 64-bit architecture, this time including the number of instructions executed. On a 64-bit machine, only mcf is able to perform close to native with a slowdown of 5%.

Level 1 Instruction and Trace Cache Figure 4 shows the normalized trace cache miss and access counts for the SPECint2006 benchmarks on a 32-bit machine. The benchmarks are ordered by their running time (shown in Figures 2 and 3). The benchmarks libquantum and hmmer running with DynamoRIO represent effective trace cache behavior compared to native execution (34% fewer trace cache misses for libquantum and 15% fewer for hmmer). However, these two benchmarks are the exception rather than the norm. All the
other benchmarks perform similar or worse, with an average of 2.5X more misses for Pin and 1.7X more for DynamoRIO. The performance of the trace cache is closely related to the I-TLB, which also increases in misses for every benchmark. Figure 6 also presents the raw, non-normalized performance, showing that the significant increase in trace cache misses is not a product of low miss counts in the native run. If we only consider benchmarks whose native trace cache miss count is close to or greater than one billion, the increase in trace cache misses under Pin is still at 230%.

We also performed the same experiments on the 64-bit architecture. However, the low number of L1 instruction cache misses greatly distorts the numbers when we normalize them to native performance. Many benchmarks go from a very low number of instruction cache misses (on the order of 100K) to a dramatic increase (240x) without affecting the performance significantly. Therefore, we explored other metrics. Figure 5 shows the percentage of the execution time (in cycles) in which the processor’s instruction fetch unit (IFU) is waiting for data from memory. There is no benchmark that shows an improvement in instruction cache behavior for any metric: absolute number of misses or absolute number of cycles in which the IFU is stalled. Furthermore, most translated benchmarks that perform poorly compared to native show a significant increase in the number of cycles in which the IFU cannot fetch new instructions.
Figure 8. Distributions of Pentium4 trace cache misses over time for the SPECint2006 benchmarks. Time is normalized for each benchmark: data points were gathered at every 2.5% of the duration of the benchmark.

Figure 9. Distributions of Pentium4 L2 cache misses over time for the SPECint2006 benchmarks. Time is normalized for each benchmark: data points were gathered at every 2.5% of the duration of the benchmark.

Figure 10. Access and miss counts (lower is better) for the L1 data cache of the Xeon E5310, including cycles during which the L1 data cache has an outstanding miss. Benchmarks are running under Pin’s control.

Benchmarks that perform well (total running time) show a significant increase in trace cache or instruction cache misses. This increase may be caused by poor code layout, a bigger memory footprint, or a greater number of executed instructions. When a DBT compiles a trace or a basic block, it must add instructions to ensure the correct behavior of the application: spilling registers, adding exit stubs, resolving conditional branches, etc. As we will later show, a translated binary executes many times more instructions than the native binary, and this is the main factor for this poor trace cache performance. Additionally, the binary image is bigger for translated programs since we now have to include the DBT in the memory footprint. Thus, benchmarks that used to fit in the L1 instruction cache will no longer fit when run under a DBT. The DBT’s routines compete with the application for cache space, degrading its performance.

Figures 8 and 9 show the distribution of trace cache and L2 misses over time for the SPEC benchmarks. Many misses do occur at the beginning of the execution, and they are relatively stable for the remainder of execution, with the exception of phase changes for benchmarks like gcc. Yet, the misses are high enough for many applications throughout run time that it’s clear that we do not quite reach a steady state where only translated code is executing.

We repeated these runs varying the code cache size and adding instrumentation, and we summarize our results. If we limit the code cache size, the performance of many benchmarks completely degenerates as expected, with a miss count two orders of magnitude worse than the native run. We found that frequent code cache flushing sharply increases the miss count. For benchmarks with a working set that does not fit in the code cache, this is a serious performance issue. There are situations in which the DBT has a limited amount of memory space available, either because the device is embedded, or because a large, commercial application is monopolizing all of the resources.

When we include instrumentation, there is also a sharp increase in the miss counts. We tried adding instruction-level instrumentation (inlined), and trace-level instrumentation (inlined and not inlined). The DBT greatly slows down the application and, as expected, the performance of the trace cache, L2 cache, I-TLB, and branch predictor degenerates.

Level 1 Data Cache  In Figure 10, we show the L1 data cache performance on the 64-bit Core2 machine. This figure includes the accesses, misses, and cycles in which the L1 data cache has
an outstanding miss. Running a program under Pin puts additional pressure on the data cache: Pin’s data structures used during the JIT compiling process and the bookkeeping (to retain control of the translated program) cause an increase in the number of accesses to the data cache. However, we can see that the relative number of data cache misses is very close to native. This surprising result indicates that the locality of Pin’s data structures do not negatively impact the L1 data cache performance. However, since the number of misses and cycles in which the data cache is waiting for data from memory do not significantly improve over the native run we can not claim that performance benefits will arise from this superior data layout. We can conclude that, regarding the L1 data cache performance, both the native program and the translated program break even.

Level 2 Cache Figure 11 shows the performance of the L2 unified instruction/data cache. Despite the large increase in trace cache misses when running with Pin, the L2 cache is able to perform reasonably well compared to the original program. Figure 7 also presents the raw, non-normalized performance. We observed an average increase of 20-25% for all the INT benchmarks, and found that half of the benchmarks perform as well as the original program. Pin and DynamoRIO build fragments of code at run-time as the program execution advances, so code that is temporally near at execution time should be spatially closer in the code cache than in the original binary image. It may be the case that the instructions added by the DBT cause the trace cache to have a higher miss rate, but the superior code cache organization causes the L2 cache performance to remain consistent.

Although we do not include an explicit graph, we found that the picture is very similar on a 64-bit machine. All benchmarks, except gcc, perform very close to native in L2 misses, with an average of a 8% increase in the number of misses if we exclude gcc. This is a surprising result given that the increase in the number of L1 instruction cache misses puts additional pressure on the L2 cache. This result is similar to the L1 data cache findings: both the native and translated program have comparable misses even with a greater number of accesses to both caches. However, this improved code and data layout is not enough for the translated program to reap performance benefits overall.

Branch Prediction We present the branch predictor performance in Figure 12 for the Pentium4 and Figure 13 for the Core2. There are significant increases in the number of mispredictions for some benchmarks, mainly those with the high-

Figure 11. Access and miss counts in the Pentium4 L2 cache for the SPECint2006 benchmarks with Pin and DynamoRIO. Results are normalized to native (lower is better).

Figure 12. Pentium4 branch predictor performance. We report the number of correct and incorrect predictions while running SPECint2006 under DynamoRIO and Pin. Results are normalized to a native run.

Figure 13. Number of branch instructions executed and mispredicted at execution for the SPECint2006 benchmarks. Results are normalized to a native run.
to resolve the target address of an indirect branches, which is expensive. Finally, a long running time amortizes the overhead from the initial translation (JIT compilation process). All these causes of overhead directly correlate to an increasing number of executed instructions. Thus, the near native performance that some benchmarks exhibit is a direct result of the light intervention of the DBT (few JIT compilation and indirect branch solving required) and a long running time.

### 4.2 Simulation

We use the Pintool described in Section 3.2 to visualize the spatial locality of translated binaries. Figure 15 shows the spatial locality of the SPEC benchmarks executed under the control of Pin on x86-64. (We also performed this experiment on x86-32, and saw similar results.) On both architectures, the vast majority of the instructions are followed by an instruction in the same cache line. Furthermore, page changes are not very common.

In Figure 15, for both the original and translated programs, there is a similar distribution of instructions in each category. In relative numbers, there is not a significant difference, although original binaries tend to have a slightly higher percentage of instructions in the same cache line. Thus, the code layout in the code cache is not responsible for the poor instruction cache performance.

We repeated these experiments after reducing the maximum cached trace length in Pin from its default value of 70 instructions. Despite exploring trace length limits of 15 and 40 instructions, we did not observe a significant impact on the locality or number of instructions executed.
5. Related work

Our work relates to the various dynamic binary translation systems that have been developed over the past few years, such as Dynamo [2], DynamoRIO [6], Valgrind [19], Strata [25] and Pin [16]. We have focused on Pin and DynamoRIO in this paper, although we believe that the results will scale to other DBTs that use a JIT compiler to translate code, and store translations in a code cache.

In the original Dynamo paper [2], the authors mention that most of the speedup gained by Dynamo was due to trace selection, which improves code layout. There are several papers where the authors report that programs running under the control of a DBT have run-time performance similar to the original program [16, 29]. Some studies have pointed to the icache effects as a benefit of DBTs [2, 3, 18, 24] and the main justification for superior performance when compared to the original program [8]. However, most of the benchmarks analyzed in our study of instrumentation-oriented DBTs exhibit slowdowns compared to native execution. Only two benchmarks show speedups: hmmer and mcf, while another three (bzip2, libquantum, and astar) break even with the original binary in terms of performance. Two of them — hmmer and libquantum — exhibit superior cache performance. Thus, the benchmarks hmmer and libquantum are the only examples of positive icache effects. In general, both Pin and DynamoRIO have a significant negative impact on the instruction/trace cache performance.

Cache performance and locality are very important concepts in computer architecture. Thus, in the past decades there have been many studies [9, 26, 27] that have analyzed the performance impact and improved the design of caches. Apart from hardware solutions, software solutions have been proposed to reduce the miss rate of the instruction cache [17] and the data cache [23]. These software optimizations are implemented in compilers [7, 14, 22] or using profile information [20]. A DBT uses compilation techniques to generate the translated traces, but also may collect run-time information similar to profilers.

Several researchers have carried out cache performance measurements using hardware performance counters to analyze the impact of compilation techniques [21]. Java virtual machines [4, 28], or profiling techniques [1]. Our study uses the hardware performance counters to assess the impact of dynamic translation on the system cache. This approach presented a key inconvenience in that hardware counters are unable to differentiate the impact of the translated code from DBT code. Thus, we used instrumentation to provide an intuitive picture of the change in spatial locality as a result of the DBT.

Some authors have analyzed the best strategies to form traces in DBTs, by describing several possible implementations and evaluating the performance of each [3, 11, 12, 18, 24]. Our work differs from these efforts in that the fragment construction policies are fixed in Pin and DynamoRIO. Our motivation is to provide a better insight into the impact of DBTs on instruction/trace cache performance independent of the trace-selection policy.

6. Conclusions

Dynamic binary translation is an effective way to modify applications for purposes such as security, program analysis and optimization. In order to modify the program and to maintain control, DBTs use JIT compilers which translate fragments of the original application code, often storing them in a code cache. Since cached code is executed in lieu of the original application, program layout is affected.

In this paper, we have measured and analyzed the impact of Pin and DynamoRIO on hardware cache performance. Contrary to earlier results with DBTs such as Dynamo, we have found that the icache is negatively affected by binary translation systems. For the SPECint2006 benchmarks, Pin and DynamoRIO increase the number of trace/instruction cache misses by an average of 248% and 170%, respectively. This increase in miss rate did not necessarily correlate with run-time performance, however. Our measurements also reflect a large I-TLB miss increase and a less dramatic increase in L2 cache misses — 20% for Pin and 24% for DynamoRIO. Finally, the L1 data cache performance is similar for both the translated and original binary meaning that the DBT’s data structures did not add significant pressure on the data cache.

To explain these results, we presented a visualization of the spatial locality of translated binaries by dynamically analyzing the location of the instructions executed. Our experiments on two processors, Xeon Core 2 (instruction cache) and Pentium4 (trace cache), show that the major factor that affects cache performance is the increase in the number of executed instructions in translated programs.
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